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Charts provide visual organization that is ideal for teaching, learning, and review. Facts,

connections, parallels, and contrasts can be grasped easily at a glance. This revised edition of

Chronological and Background Charts of the Old Testament includes 42 new charts and 18 revised

charts. The charts cover historical, literary, archaeological, and theological aspects of the Old

Testament, its background, and biblical studies. Among the 100 charts are: - Genealogies . . . -

Comparative Ancient Near-Eastern Chronology - Parallels between Law and Wisdom The Kings of

Judah and Israel . . . - Treaty Format and Biblical Covenants - Dynasties of the Northern Kingdom . .

. - Principles for Word Studies - Messages of the Pre-Exilic Minor Prophets . . . - Angel of the Lord in

the Old Testament
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I first purchased this chart book back in my college days (several years ago). Loved it then, and

even more so now. Thank you Lord for tools like this. I've used it many times in bible study (either

personal study or facilitating classes). You just can't beat the charts, brief explainations, clear

format. The New Testament companion is great, as well as the Church History version, Theology

version and Philosophy version. Definitely essentials in every person's library. And if not for you, get

it for your kids. They really need to see things visually to understand anything anyway!

I am one lesson away from finishing an Old Testament survey class in a local Bible Institute, and

charts and graphs from this book were used every week in our lessons. This came in very handy,



even more so than I had originally thought. There are charts in this book on nearly everything that

you can imagine pertaining to the Old Testament.One small complaint that I have with the book is

the fact that the charts and graphs seem to be organized in no constructive manner. They are not

chronological in nature, nor are they alphabetical in nature. I have still yet to figure out exactly how

the charts are organized in the work. Aside from that, I can't think of anything else wrong with this

work.If you're going to be teaching in Old Testament class soon, I would recommend purchasing a

copy of this. It also comes with the publishers permission to make copies for classroom use. I can't

tell you how many times I referred to this book while teaching an OT Survey class.Blessings in

ChristMichael HarbuckByron GeorgiaThis is a third party review, from an impartial consumer. I was

not paid for this review, nor was I provided a complementary copy of the material from the publisher

for my review.

Ever been reading through the Bible and had a hard time figuring out exactly how history fits into the

Biblical narrative? Did Abraham get to play with his grandkids, Jacob and Esau? How long did the

Flood last? How can one easily identify all the kings of Israel? If you answered, read a chart about it,

you're absolutely correct!Chronological and Background Charts of the Old Testament is an

invaluable resource for any Bible student - layperson or scholar. 118 pages covering 102 charts on

everything from Bible chronology to ancient Near Eastern history to comparisons of various Bible

study methods, this book has the chart you need to help you put the Bible into context.Great for

personal use or group study, these charts provide the reader with unparalleled visual organization

that get you the information you want without making you spend hours trying to figure it out. It's a

great resource, and I certainly recommend it! Definitely came in handy during my college-level class

on Genesis.

This book is a great resource for the Bible scholar, or just someone interested in studying the Old

Testament.The book is filled with charts and graphs that help to put the timeline and other events

and prophecies of the Old Testament in perspective.A very helpful tool!

Useful charts on Genesis, the Pentateuch, historical literature, battles, poetic literature, Prophetic

Literature, History, Religion and Archaeology of the Near East. The charts are well organized and

give you good overviews or refresh your memory (and also help with some new insights) regardless

of your level of expertise. For my money this was WELL worth buying.



I like this reference as I can open it quickly and find afast answer to my question. He doe not go into

complexor lengthy questions of dating. He simply goes with a datingand sets it out there.

This book has the best set of reference charts I have found to date! Invaluable material as you read

and study the Bible. I would highly recommend this to anyone who likes details like I do.

This has great charts which can be used for reference. It will be something which can be referred to

quickly.
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